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Q-Power provides a cost-effective solution which helps you to better understand the 

energy consumption detected by your electricity meter.

It is a device that is attached to your existing mechanical or electronic power meter, 

measures consumption data and visualizes it in your NorthQ HomeManager account. 

To use Q-Power you need a NorthQ gateway (Q-Stick, Q-Gate, Q-Gate Pro), which 

provides the connection between Q-Power and your computer or mobile device by 

using our platform HomeManager. Through the platform you can easily visualize and 

optimize your energy consumption.

The Electricity Analyst
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How It Works

Your Device HomeManager Your Router NorthQ Gateways Q-Power
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Directly Connected To Your Electricity Meter

Q-Power has a sensor head suitable for mechanical and electronic electricity meters.
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Make Electricity Visible

Thanks to Q-Power you can see when and how much electricity do you consume and 

analyze your consumption behavior, so you can reduce easily your electricity bill.

Reduce Your Total Electricity Consumption

Get comprehensive and easy to understand information from HomeManager 

electricity graphs to improve your consumption behaviour and make savings of 

between 10 and 25%.

Benefits
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Control Your Expenses

Set an electricity budget, and track any over-consumption.

Compare Consumption

Get insights into your consumption behavior by comparing different time periods. See 

how your daily energy-saving efforts will reduce your electricity bill.
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Track Your Electricity Consumption

Q-Power provides an automatic and extremely accurate solution for tracking 

electricity consumption. It enables you to forecast your future consumption.
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Keep An Eye On Your Family

Follow the electricity consumption in your home and be sure that your kids are back 

home from school.

Data Backup

In case of internet connection problems Q-Power can store consumption data for 

up to 3 months. This information will be uploaded when the internet connection is 

restored.
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Works on Every Device, Everywhere

Q-Power is designed to work on Android, iOS and Windows devices.

Plug & Play Installation

With the easy to follow instructions, Q-Power takes approximately

10 minutes to install, without the need of a certified technician. 
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Expandable & Customizable

Q-Power can easily be used with all NorthQ products like Q-Gas, Q-Plug and other 

compatible 3rd party Z-Wave devices. + + ...



Technical Specifications
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• Supports mechanical and electronic meters.

• 12 months average battery lifetime.
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